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In the tradition of Stephen King and Dean Koontz - intended for mature audiences. Jack Tremont
moves his family to the quiet mountains of Western Maryland hoping to leave behind a troubled past
and restart his life. Instead, he finds himself caught up in a nightmare when his daughter Sarah is
targeted by Nate Huckley, a mysterious and horrifying stranger driven by a dark, ancient power who
will stop at nothing to abduct Sarah. When Sarah goes missing, suspicion falls on Jack and he must
uncover the secrets of the small mountain town of Prescott City and face the evil secret hidden
there. As he digs further, he learns the conspiracy reaches more deeply than he could have
imagined. He must soon face the question, What is a father willing to do to save his child? The
answer? Anything. Anything at all.
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Review originally posted on my website, From the Mind of TatlockIt's been awhile since I've read a
book that kept me this intrigued in the mystery it was laying out. Night Chill starts off fast and
doesn't let up. It will leave you guessing what's going to happen next and after the last page turns,

you'll be begging for more. I don't normally praise a book this much (unless it's Bond, James Bond,
or a movie novelization... okay maybe I do, so sue me!), but author Jeff Gunhus has a winner on his
hands here. Read on to find out why this book will give you the chills...Slightly longer nitty-gritty plot
description from the back cover is as follows: Jack Tremont moves his family to the quiet mountains
of Western Maryland hoping to leave behind a troubled past and restart his life. Instead, he finds
himself caught up in a nightmare when his daughter Sarah is targeted by Nate Huckley, a
mysterious and horrifying stranger driven by a dark power that will stop at nothing to possess Sarah.
When Sarah goes missing, suspicion falls on Jack and he must uncover the secrets of the small
mountain town of Prescott City and face the evil secret hidden there. As he digs further, he learns
the conspiracy reaches more deeply than he could have imagined. Finally, he will have to face the
question, What is a father willing to do to save his child? The answer? Anything. Anything at all.I
went into Night Chill blind. I didn't read the synopsis or anything. I was just told to check it out and
that I did. So, when I first started reading the book, my interest was piqued. The book starts off fairly
quick and doesn't pussy foot around, or delay slapping the supernatural in your face.

Warning: This book comes with some adrenaline highs! One of the most gripping books I have read
in a long time! This book is said to be in the tradition of Stephen King and Dean Koontz. Well, this
book is not quite to the standards I have for those two but very close. What I can say up front is that
after reading this, Jeff Gunhus is well on his way to being one of my favorite authors.This book
wastes no time getting into this. While drinking with a friend Jack witnesses a man get struck by
lightning. As he dies he gives Jack a cryptic warning about his daughter, Sarah. That night, on his
way home Jack pulls over at a rest stop where an man tries to get to his girls. And the creepy
adrenaline moments begin! A car crash later has the attacker in a coma but that is not the end of
things Jack starts to see things don't seem right. No one believes him. Not even his wife. But the
man who went after Sarah seems to be haunting him somehow and Sarah knows things she
shouldn't know....The eerie setting envelopes you in this book. At points, even I was not sure what
was real, and what was not. They are several heart-pounding moments. Jack quickly learns not
everyone is who they seem. Some want his daughter but who are they and why. And how is
Huckley (the attacker) do what he is doing while in a coma? Lots on unanswered question kick start
the paranormal suspense-horror. We have ritualistic killings, psychic abilities, cavern spelunking and
more happening.While I struggled at times connecting to Jack (a popular name in Jeff Gunhus'
books) I still greatly enjoyed the book. He was not an easy character to relate to. Lots of secrets that
we do not understand until the end. But boy do I feel for him when he has no one to turn to for help.
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